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Optimal opportunistic tamping scheduling for railway track geometry
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ABSTRACT
This study has been dedicated to the optimization of opportunistic tamping scheduling. The aim of
this study has been to schedule tamping activities in such a way that the total maintenance costs and
the number of unplanned tamping activities are minimized. To achieve this, the track geometry tamp-
ing scheduling problem was defined and formulated as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP)
model and a genetic algorithm was used to solve the problem. Both the standard deviation of the
longitudinal level and the extreme values of isolated defects were used to characterize the track
geometry quality and to plan maintenance activities. The performance of the proposed model was
tested on data collected from the Main Western Line in Sweden. The results show that different scen-
arios for controlling and managing isolated defects will result in optimal scheduling plan. It is also
found that to achieve more realistic results, the speed of the tamping machine and the unused life of
the track sections should be considered in the model. Moreover, the results show that prediction of
geometry condition without considering the destructive effect of tamping will lead to an underestima-
tion of the maintenance needs by 2%.
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1. Introduction

The railway track geometry is subjected to continuous degrad-
ation over time and deviates from the designed vertical and
horizontal alignments due to different factors, e.g., repetitive
dynamic track loads and environmental conditions.
Maintenance is required to control or prevent the process of
degradation and to keep the track in a safe and functional state.
The track quality is quantified through a set of track geometry
parameters, e.g., the longitudinal level, alignment, cant, gauge,
and twist. According to EN 13848-5 (2008), there are three
indicators that represent the track geometry condition for sec-
tions of a specific length, i.e. the standard deviation, the mean
value and the extreme value of isolated defects.

Whenever the track geometry indicators exceed some
predetermined limits, maintenance actions, e.g., tamping,
will be performed to remedy a degraded track geometry.
Tamping can be either corrective or preventive. Corrective
tamping is unscheduled and is generally carried out on a
short length of track, mainly using lightweight machines.
Preventive tamping, on the other hand, is planned and
scheduled and is cheaper than corrective tamping because it
is pre-planned and does not affect the service operation.
Generally, the standard deviation of geometry parameters is
used to assess the overall condition of a track section and to
plan for preventive tamping activities (UIC, 2008). However,
since the standard deviation aggregates the track geometry
measurements over a track section, it may not provide com-
plete information regarding the occurrence of severe isolated
defects (Soleimanmeigouni, Ahmadi, Nissen, & Xiao, 2020).

Isolated defects significantly influence the running behaviour
of trains and are the main reason for conducting corrective
tamping activities (Khajehei, Ahmadi, Soleimanmeigouni, &
Nissen, 2019). Therefore, both these indicators should be
considered in geometry evaluation to have a better picture
of the track geometry condition and to draw up an effective
and efficient tamping schedule.

Since a railway track is a linear and non-redundant sys-
tem, the availability and safety of a track line depend dir-
ectly on the reliability and quality of all the individual track
sections. A proper tamping scheduling regime is crucial to
maintain the track geometry quality on an acceptable level,
and affects positively the track availability and capacity. In
order to conduct tamping activities in a way that does not
disrupt the normal traffic, infrastructure managers (IMs) set
maintenance windows on a regular basis. In an upcoming
available maintenance window, a challenge is to determine
which track sections must be tamped to keep the track qual-
ity on a desirable level in consideration of practical con-
straints, e.g. resource limitations.

As a best practice within railway maintenance planning
and scheduling, the track sections can be grouped for tamp-
ing actions, enabling the application of opportunistic main-
tenance (OM) scheduling, to benefit the system reliability
and availability and reduce the maintenance cost. OM
scheduling is one of the most important issues in railway
engineering as a maintenance plan that does not consider
opportunistic tamping is usually impractical. With regard to
maintenance of the track geometry, the normally limited
amount of maintenance equipment and the normally limited
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track possession time for tamping highlight the importance
of applying OM by grouping track sections for tamping.
OM is a strategy for performing more tamping than neces-
sary on track sections, within the assigned possession time
and in the available maintenance window, to reduce the
need for tamping in the near future.

The benefits of performing OM on track sections are
based on the existence of different kinds of dependence.
Three types of dependence among track sections can be con-
sidered, namely stochastic dependence, structural dependence
and economic dependence. The existence of stochastic
dependence (Pham, 2003; Thomas, 1986; Castanier, Grall, &
B�erenguer, 2005) means that the degradation in one track
section may influence the degradation of other track sections.
This dependence was proved by Andrade & Teixeira (2011)
and Soleimanmeigouni, Ahmadi, and Kumar (2018). They
confirmed that there is a correlation between the degradation
of adjacent track sections and that determining the depend-
ence between different track sections provides an opportunity
to group the track sections better for tamping. Structural
dependence means that performing tamping on a track sec-
tion may affect the state of other track sections due to the
physical interaction among track sections.

With respect to economic dependence (Wang, 2002;
Gustavsson, 2015; Thomas, 1986; Nicolai & Dekker, 2008),
once a tamping activity has been triggered, the machines
and logistics available for the tamping of that track section
can be used for the tamping of other track sections and the
maintenance cost can thereby be reduced. In order to derive
the advantages of the OM policy, which involves postponing
tamping actions on track sections or performing them ear-
lier, it is necessary to analyse the scheduling problem from
the perspective of the future condition of the track.
Therefore, generally the tamping scheduling problem is
defined for a finite time horizon of three to five years. It
must be noted that, after conducting tamping in a mainten-
ance window, it is necessary to re-schedule the tamping
activities with the new available dataset.

Several research studies have been conducted on the
scheduling of preventive tamping activities. Vale, Ribeiro,
and Calçada (2012) considered the standard deviation of the
longitudinal level (SDLL) as the track quality indicator and
presented a mathematical maintenance model which pro-
vides a tamping schedule that minimizes the total number
of tamping actions. Gustavsson (2015) proposed a mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) model for tamping
scheduling to minimize the cost of tamping in the given
planning horizon by considering the SDLL as the track
quality indicator. In this study, Gustavsson considered OM
from the perspective of economic dependence by consider-
ing a setup cost in the model. The degradation model pre-
sented by this author is a combination of a linear and an
exponential model in the sense that he added a parameter
to the degradation model which would make it possible to
control the rate of degradation.

Wen, Li, and Salling (2016) considered the SDLL as the
quality indicator and tried to determine when and where to
perform tamping to minimize the net percent cost of

preventive tamping in the given time horizon. These authors
determined the OM schedule by considering economic
dependence in their cost model. They formulated the prob-
lem as a MILP model and solved it using CPLEX for a
period of 3.5 years. Budai, Huisman, and Dekker (2006),
Budai-Balke, Dekker, and Kaymak (2009) and Macedo,
Benmansour, Artiba, Mladenovi�c, and Uro�sevi�c (2017) clus-
tered routine maintenance activities and projects with the
aim of minimizing the track possession and maintenance
costs. Pargar, Kauppila, and Kujala (2017) scheduled the
preventive maintenance and renewal of a multi-component
system by using a technique for grouping and balancing
maintenance actions to minimize the maintenance and
renewal costs. In addition, Peralta et al. (2018) developed a
model for optimizing the tamping and renewal activities in
the short and long term with the aim of minimizing the
maintenance cost and delay. These authors used the SDLL
as the quality indicator and applied an exponential model to
predict the future condition of the track.

Dao, Basten, and Hartmann (2018) proposed a model for
the optimal scheduling of railway maintenance and renewal.
Their aim was to minimize the total cost of railway main-
tenance over the planning horizon. They also considered the
limitation of the track possession time for maintenance and
renewal work. In another study, Lee, Choi, Kim, and
Hwang (2018) proposed a model for minimizing the num-
ber of tamping and renewal interventions and the mainten-
ance costs simultaneously. In this study, the SDLL was
considered as the quality indicator and a linear model was
used to predict the degradation of the track geometry in the
future. In the degradation model, the degradation rate is a
function of the number of tamping actions and the tamping
effectiveness is decreased by increasing the number of tamp-
ing actions.

In addition, there exist a small number of studies that
have considered the probability of the occurrence of isolated
defects as well. He, Li, Bhattacharjya, Parikh, and
Hampapur (2015) developed a model for predicting the deg-
radation process of various geo-defects. Later on, they pro-
posed a model for assessing the risk of derailment and,
finally, proposed an analytical framework for making opti-
mal decisions regarding the rectification of geo-defects.
Sharma, Cui, He, Mohammadi, and Li (2018) developed a
Markov decision process (MDP) model to make optimal
decisions regarding preventive and corrective tamping activ-
ities on each inspection occasion. The aim of these authors
was to harmonize maintenance decision making to minim-
ize the total maintenance costs.

Searching the relevant literature, it can be seen that an
obvious challenge which needs to be overcome is to provide
a scheduling plan which, in addition to minimizing the
maintenance cost and maintaining the overall geometry
quality, also minimizes the number of corrective mainten-
ance actions. Another challenge to be met for the achieve-
ment of an efficient tamping schedule is the creation of a
reliable model for accurate prediction of the track geometry
evolution. Therefore, one needs to consider the effect of
tamping on the degradation pattern. Tamping interventions
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have two main effects on the track geometry condition, i.e.
a change in the degradation rate and a change in the deg-
radation level. Tamping is an imperfect maintenance inter-
vention and the track geometry condition after tamping will
not have been improved to an ‘as-good-as-new’ condition.
Hence, considering the effect of tamping on the degradation
pattern is of importance for estimating the maintenance
needs to achieve an effective scheduling. To this end, the
present study was undertaken to find the optimal tamping
schedule and to address the aforementioned issues.

This study presents an optimization model for the prob-
lem of preventive tamping scheduling using an OM
approach. The aim is to propose an OM-based tamping
schedule which minimizes the total maintenance costs and
the number of corrective tamping actions due to the occur-
rence of isolated defects in a given time horizon. In order to
represent the geometry condition and schedule tamping
actions, the SDLL and the extreme values of isolated defects
of the longitudinal level, alignment and twist are used as
track quality indicators. An exponential function is used to
model the track geometry degradation. In addition, binary
logistic regression is used to estimate the probability of the
occurrence of severe isolated defects. In order to achieve an
optimal schedule for preventive tamping, the problem is for-
mulated as a MILP model. OM has been considered in the
model in the form of economic and structural dependence.
Regarding economic dependence, it is considered that a
fixed cost is incurred whenever a tamping intervention is
carried out on a track section in a maintenance window.
The fixed cost concerns the available maintenance equip-
ment and crew and, therefore, creates the opportunity to
perform more tamping than necessary (Gustavsson, 2015).
Concerning structural dependence, a constraint is proposed
which stipulates the performance of tamping on a track sec-
tion located between two track sections that need to
be tamped.

It has been proven that the preventive tamping schedul-
ing problem is a non-deterministic polynomial-time hard
(NP-hard) problem (Peralta et al., 2018; Zhang, Andrews, &
Wang, 2013). In practice, the global optimal solution cannot
be computed in a feasible length of time. Therefore, it is
important to develop an algorithm to find a near-optimal
solution to the problem (Peralta et al., 2018). To find the
optimal solution for the formulated scheduling problem in
this study, a genetic algorithm (GA) is used, which is one of
the most popular metaheuristic algorithms for solving NP-
hard problems. In order to test the proposed model, a case
study was performed on data collected from the Main
Western Line in Sweden.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides a background on the track geometry parameters
and maintenance limits. The problem of tamping scheduling
is presented in Section 3. Section 4 deals firstly with the
track geometry degradation and recovery models and the
isolated defect model, and then provides the mathematical
formulations relating to the tamping scheduling problem.
Section 5 gives information regarding the method for

solving the problem, while the case study is presented in
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 provides the conclusions.

2. Track geometry quality and maintenance

The track geometry quality is typically quantified through
track geometry parameters. There are five track geometry
parameters, i.e. the cant, alignment, longitudinal level, twist
and gauge. The geometry parameters are recorded by meas-
urement cars at specific sampling intervals, usually at inter-
vals of 25 cm, by running the cars over the railway track at
a certain speed (Soleimanmeigouni, Ahmadi, & Kumar,
2018). Then the measured geometry parameters are used to
develop track quality indicators. Three main indicators are
used to represent the track geometry condition, i.e., the
standard deviation, the mean value, and the extreme value
of isolated defects (EN 13848-5, 2008). Once the track
geometry indicators reach a predetermined maintenance
limit, a proper maintenance action needs to be scheduled to
restore the track geometry condition to an acceptable level.
The European standard EN 13848-5 (2008) has determined
three limits for maintenance actions, based on different per-
missible speeds, as follows:

� The immediate action limit (IAL) or safety limit refers to
the value which, if exceeded, due to the potential risk of
derailment, requires that a speed reduction or line clos-
ure be imposed before a corrective maintenance action
is conducted.

� The intervention limit (IL) or corrective maintenance
limit refers to the value which, if exceeded, requires that
a corrective maintenance action be taken before the
immediate action limit is reached.

� The alert limit (AL) or preventive maintenance limit
refers to the value which, if exceeded, requires that the
track geometry be analysed for the planning of future
maintenance actions.

EN 13848-5 (2008) provides ALs for the standard devi-
ation of geometry parameters and IALs, ILs and ALs for iso-
lated defects.

In alignment with EN 13848-5 (2008), Trafikverket (the
Swedish Transport Administration) has defined four main
limits, namely the planning limit, the UH1 limit, the UH2
limit and the critical limit. In Trafikverket (2015), the inter-
vention limit is expressed as a range rather than a discrete
value. Track irregularities that exceed the UH1 limit must
be assessed for conducting maintenance before the UH2
limit is exceeded. For track irregularities exceeding the UH2
limit, a maintenance action must be taken without unneces-
sary delay. Therefore, track irregularities must be corrected
before the UH2 limit is reached. Table 1 shows the relations
between the limits defined in EN 13848-5 (2008) and those
defined in Trafikverket (2015). Based on the defined limits,
geometry defects can be classified according to their severity
into three groups, i.e., UH1, UH2 and critical defects. UH1,
UH2 and critical defects occur when track irregularities
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exceed the UH1, UH2 and critical limits, respectively. An
example of a UH2 defect is shown in Figure 1.

In this work, the SDLL has been used as the indicator for
preventive tamping actions. In addition, UH2 defects of the
longitudinal level, alignment and twist have been considered
to represent the need for corrective tamping actions.

3. Problem description

The problem dealt with in the present study concerns the
tamping scheduling of a track line consisting
of S ¼ 1, :::, s:::Sf g track sections with different lengths (Ls)
in a finite time horizon T. In the given time horizon T,
there exists a set of available maintenance win-
dows t ¼ 1, 2, 3, :, T, and each maintenance window t�T
has a fixed track possession time1 ðTP).

As mentioned in Section 2, the SDLL is used as the indi-
cator for planning tamping activities. If the SDLL value of a
track section s�S exceeds the planning limit (SDLLs � plan),
then the track section will be considered as a candidate for
upcoming tamping activities. Obviously, performing correct-
ive tamping is significantly more expensive than performing
preventive tamping. In addition, the occurrence of isolated
defects may cause temporary speed restrictions and oper-
ational risk. Consequently, when scheduling preventive
tamping, it is crucial to consider the occurrence of isolated
defects, to minimize the number of corrective tamping
actions between two maintenance windows. It must be
noted that when an isolated defect occurs, there is a need to
conduct corrective tamping actions as early as possible.

Hence, in addition to the SDLL, the isolated defects of
geometry parameters are considered to represent the track
geometry condition and are used to plan maintenance activ-
ities. Moreover, the probability of the occurrence of UH2
defects is used to trigger the performance of corrective
tamping. If the probability of the occurrence of UH2 defects
in track section s�S exceeds } (PUH2

s > }), then the track
section must be selected for tamping in the earliest upcom-
ing maintenance window t�T: The relationship between the
probability of the occurrence of UH2 defects and the SDLL
value is suitably modelled (see Section 4.2). This will be
used to identify the corresponding SDLL (c) for the occur-
rence of UH2 defects based on a certain value of }:

By considering the SDLL and isolated defects and by
using the degradation model, the maintenance actions
required to keep the track quality on an acceptable level can
be estimated. However, to optimize the tamping schedule, it
is important to implement OM. It is assumed that in main-
tenance window t�T, if at least one track section needs
tamping, then a fixed cost must be paid for the available

tamping machines and crew. At this time, there is an oppor-
tunity to perform more tamping activities (group tamping
activities) on other track sections which require tamping in
the upcoming maintenance windows. The grouping of
tamping activities is achieved by shifting maintenance activ-
ities to a date later or earlier than pre-planned based on dif-
ferent criteria.

Figure 2 illustrates the shifting of tamping activities in
order to group tamping operations. Figure 2a shows an
ungrouped tamping schedule by assuming that track section
2 and track section 3 have reached the maintenance thresh-
old and can be tamped in maintenance windows 1 and 2,
respectively. Two illustrative scenario examples, i.e. postpon-
ing a tamping action and performing an earlier tamping
action than planned are shown in Figures 2b and 2c,
respectively. Shifting the tamping on track section 2 from
the first maintenance window to the second maintenance
window (tamping postponement) will reduce the unused
life, but will increase the risk of unexpected events (see
Figure 2b). On the other hand, shifting the tamping of track
section 3 from the second maintenance window to the first
maintenance window will reduce the risk of unexpected
events, but will increase the unused life of the track section
due to the earlier performance of tamping (see Figure 2c). It
must be noted that in both scenarios the number of used
maintenance windows is reduced, which may lead to a sig-
nificant reduction of the maintenance cost and increase the
track capacity.

In the OM-based tamping scheduling problem, grouping
tamping activities may occur for track sections with an
SDLL value in the planning zone, as is shown in Figure 3,
which provides a schematic description of maintenance lim-
its and maintenance zones. Decisions regarding the shifting
of tamping activities are based on the following lines
of reasoning:

� If the SDLL value of track section s�S in maintenance
window t�T exceeds the c limit (SDLLs � c), then the
track section must be tamped without any tamping post-
ponement (see Figure 3).

� If the SDLL value of track section s�S in maintenance
window t�T exceeds the planning limit and is less than
the c limit (plan < SDLLs < c), then the section will be
considered for further planning. In addition, there is the
possibility of either performing tamping earlier on this
section or postponing the tamping activity. Moving a
tamping action to an earlier maintenance window is
illustrated in Figure 3 under ULsections: Decisions on
tamping postponement or earlier tamping are taken
based on a trade-off between the cost, the risk of the
occurrence of UH2 defects, and the unused life of that
track section due to the earlier performance of a tamping
operation.

Considering the above-mentioned points, in order to
optimize the tamping schedule, it is needed to answer these
two questions: 1) Which maintenance window must be used
to conduct tamping activities? 2) Which track sections must

Table 1. Maintenance limits defined in the European standard EN 13848–5
(2008) and in Trafikverket (2015).

EN 13848-5 limits Trafikverket’s limits

Alert limit Planning limit
Intervention limit UH1 limit (lower bound for corrective maintenance)

UH2 limit (upper bound for corrective maintenance)
Immediate action limit Critical limit
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be tamped in the chosen maintenance window? Therefore,
the two binary decision variables xs, t and zt have been
defined as follows to address these two questions:

xs, t ¼
1 if track section s is tamped in

maintenance window t,

0 otherwise

8><
>:

zt ¼
1 if at least one tamping activity is

conducted in maintenance window t:

0 otherwise

8><
>:

Considering the example presented in Figure 2, let xs, t refer
to all the cells and zt refer to each row (maintenance win-
dow). Accordingly, the tamping matrix X and maintenance
window occupation vector Z can be formed as follows:

X ¼
x1, 1
x2, 1

x1, 2
x2, 2

� � � x1,T
x2,T

..

. . .
. ..

.

xS, 1 xS, 2 � � � xS,T

0
BBB@

1
CCCA

Z ¼
z1
z2
..
.

zT

0
BB@

1
CCA

The aim of the scheduling optimization model is to find the
optimal tamping matrix X� and maintenance window vector
Z� which minimize the total maintenance costs as well as the
occurrence of UH2 defects by considering a set of pre-defined
constraints. The problem of optimization in this study can be
translated into the following objective function:

CX,Z ¼ minimize CTamping
X,Z þ CUH2 defects

X,Z þ CUnused life
X,Z (1)

The first part of Equation (1) considers the direct cost of
preventive tamping activities. The second part considers the

cost associated with the occurrence of UH2 defects. The
third part relates to the cost of the unused life of the track
section due to the earlier performance of a tamping activity.
In this equation, OM is considered in the form of economic
dependence in the first part of the equation. The detailed
version of Equation (1) is presented in Section 4.3.

Minimizing the above-mentioned objective function is
subjected to a set of constraints. These constraints are
defined based on the requirements for track quality, the
tamping regulations and the resource limitations. The com-
plete set of constraints and a detailed explanation of them
are presented in Section 4.3. Considering the defined object-
ive function and the set of constraints, the problem is for-
mulated as a MILP model, which will be discussed in
Section 4. Because there are numerous scenarios to be taken
into account when determining the optimal tamping sched-
ule, it is inconvenient to assess all the scenarios using exact
methods, especially when the number of track sections
increases. To be precise, 2S:Nt is the size of the search space,
with S representing the number of track sections and Nt the
number of available maintenance windows. Therefore, gen-
erally, researchers use a heuristic algorithm to obtain an
optimal solution for the scheduling problem.

4. Proposed optimization approach

The optimization approach developed through this study,
illustrated in Figure 4, includes two major steps, i.e. the ini-
tial step and the optimization step. In the initial step, the
degradation and recovery models are used to estimate the
maintenance needs in each maintenance window. This step
is required to build the initial tamping schedule and is pre-
sented in detail in Sub-sections 4.1 and 4.2. In the next step,
the tamping schedule is optimized with respect to the
objective function, along with the constraints, which are

Figure 1. Example of a UH2 defect of the longitudinal level.

Figure 2. (a) Preliminary tamping schedule without grouping, (b) group maintenance activities achieved by tamping postponement and (c) group maintenance
activities achieved by earlier tamping.
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presented in Section 4.3. Finally, a GA is used as an opti-
mization engine to solve the problem.

4.1. Modelling the track geometry degradation and
restoration

There exist a wide variety of models in the literature that
have been used to model the track geometry degradation
between two maintenance cycles and on the basis of
recorded measurement data over time or in relation to
usage. These models include the linear model (Caetano &
Teixeira, 2015; Caetano & Teixeira, 2016; Khajehei et al.,
2019; Lee et al., 2018), the exponential model (Peralta et al.,
2018; Quiroga & Schnieder, 2012), the grey model
(Chaolong, Weixiang, Futian, & Hanning, 2012; Xin,
Famurewa, Gao, Kumar, & Zhang, 2016), and the Wiener
process (Soleimanmeigouni, Ahmadi, Letot, Nissen, &
Kumar, 2016), among other models. In the present study,
the exponential model presented in equation (2) has been
used to model the track geometry degradation between two
maintenance cycles. The exponential function is widely used
to model track geometry degradation, due to the simplicity
of the model and its ability to represent the underlying
geometry degradation path (Soleimanmeigouni, Ahmadi, &
Kumar, 2018):

SDLLs, n tð Þ ¼ SDLL0s, n:e
b0s ð1þxÞðn�1Þ�ðt�Tlt sÞ (2)

where SDLLs, n tð Þ is the degradation value in the nth tamp-
ing cycle for track section s�S at time t, t � 0, SDLL0s, n is
the initial degradation value after the nth tamping cycle for
track section s�S, b0s is the initial degradation rate for track
section s�S, x is the change in the degradation rate after
tamping, n is the number of tamping cycles, n ¼
[1,2,3,… ,N], t denotes the time, and Tlts is the time of the
latest tamping intervention for track section s�S (it resets
the local time of track section s after tamping to zero).

In order to model the evolution of the track geometry
degradation in multiple maintenance cycles, it is necessary
to model the tamping recovery. Performing tamping on the
track geometry causes two changes in the degradation pat-
tern. Firstly, tamping improves the geometry condition of
the track, which will lead to a sudden change in the degrad-
ation level. However, tamping cannot restore the geometry

condition to an ‘as-good-as-new’ state (Soleimanmeigouni,
Ahmadi, Arasteh Khouy, & Letot, 2018). It must be noted
that the effect of tamping decreases with an increase in the
number of tamping interventions, resulting in a loss of
tamping quality. Secondly, tamping causes a change in the
degradation rate after tamping, which means that the rate of
degradation will not remain constant in different mainten-
ance cycles.

Therefore, in order to have an accurate prediction of the
track geometry condition over multiple maintenance cycles,
one must model the effect of tamping on the degradation
pattern. Both the above-mentioned effects of tamping on
the degradation pattern are considered in the prediction
model used in this study. The change in the degradation
rate x is assumed to be a positive fixed value which shows
that tamping will increase the degradation rate. In addition,
the change in the degradation level is indicated by the
recovery value R, which is formulated as:

Rs, n ¼
SDLL0s, n

SDLLs, n t�tampð Þ (3)

where Rs, n is the recovery value for track section s�S in the
nth tamping cycle and SDLLs, n t�tamp

� �
is the degradation

value for track section s�S right before tamping. In order to
estimate the tamping recovery, Equation (4) is applied. In
the first tamping cycle, n¼ 1, the recovery value is only
dependent on the degradation value right before tamping.
For the further tamping cycles, n> 1, the recovery value is
dependent on the first recovery value and the quality loss
factor (u):

R̂s, n ¼
aþ bSDLLs, n t�tamp

� �
, n ¼ 1

Rs, 1:ð1�uÞn�1, n>1

(
(4)

where Rs, 1 is the first achieved recovery value for track sec-
tion s�S, u is a fixed value bounded between 0 and 1 which
shows the percentage of quality loss due to a tamping
action, a is the regression coefficient, and b is the coefficient
for the degradation before the first tamping. By integrating
Equations (2) and (4), the evolution of the SDLL in multiple
maintenance cycles can be simulated. Figure 5 shows the
long-term evolution of the SDLL for one track section by
considering a maintenance limit of 1.5mm.

Figure 3. Schematic description of maintenance limits and maintenance zones.
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4.2. Modelling the probability of UH2 defects

The UH2 defects of the longitudinal level, alignment and twist
are considered in the optimization model used in the present
study. In order to consider the UH2 defects in the optimiza-
tion model, it is necessary to predict the probability of the
occurrence of UH2 defects in track section s�S in maintenance
window t, i.e., Ps, t: It has been shown that the probability of
the occurrence of severe isolated defects is dependent on the
typical track geometry indicators used to plan maintenance
activities, e.g. the SDLL (Andrade & Teixeira, 2014;
Soleimanmeigouni, Ahmadi, Khajehei & Nissen, 2020).

Based on the occurrence of UH2 defects, the track sec-
tions can be classified into two groups, namely sections
without any UH2 defect and sections with at least one UH2
defect. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, the response
variable Ys, t is defined as a binary variable which takes a
value of one when there is at least one UH2 defect in the
track section, and zero otherwise. When a response variable
has only two possible values, the binary logistic regression
model is widely used to model the relationship between the
response variable and the explanatory variables.

Accordingly, binary logistic regression is used with the
SDLL as the explanatory variable to estimate the probability
of the occurrence of UH2 defects. By considering Ys, t as the
response variable, the aim is to model the conditional prob-
ability P Ys, t ¼ 1jSDLLs, n tð Þ� � ¼ pðSDLLs, n tð ÞÞ: The prob-
ability of the occurrence of a UH2 defect
P Ys, t ¼ 1jSDLLs, n tð Þ� �

can be obtained using:

P Ys, t ¼ 1jSDLLs, n tð Þ� � ¼ p SDLLs, n tð Þ� � ¼ eb0þb1SDLLs,n tð Þ

1þ eb0þb1SDLLs, n tð Þ

(5)

where b0 and b1 are the model coefficients, which are esti-
mated utilizing the maximum likelihood method.

4.3. Mathematical scheduling model

This sub-section presents the formulation of the OM-based
tamping scheduling problem, described in Section 3, as a
MILP model. To begin with, the objective function, equation
(6), presents the detailed format of Equation (1). The first
part of the objective function considers the direct cost of
performing tamping actions, which consists of two separate
parts, namely a fixed cost and a variable cost. The fixed cost
of tamping (f > 0) represents the cost which needs to be
paid if at least one track section requires tamping in a
maintenance window.

However, this cost is independent of the number of tamped
track sections in the maintenance window. On the other hand,
the variable cost is associated with the performance of tamping
on track sections and is dependent on the length of the track
which is tamped. The second part of the objective function
represents the cost associated with the occurrence of UH2
defects. The third part represents the cost associated with the
unused life of track sections due to the earlier performance of
tamping interventions:

min E CX,Zð Þ ¼
X
t2T

zt:f þ
X
s2S

xs, t:Ls:Cpm

� �

þ
X

t2T
X

s2SPs, t:Ciso

þ
X

t2T
X

s2SULs, t:xs, t:CUL (6)

The unused life of track section s�S in the given mainten-
ance window t�T is calculated using this formula:

ULs, t ¼ 1
bs
ln

c
SDLLs

� �
(7)

where ULs, t is the unused life of track section s�S in main-
tenance window t�T, bs and SDLLs are the degradation
rate and SDLL value for track section s�S in maintenance

Ini�al step

Track geometry index

Degrada�on model

Es�mate maintenance needs in  
maintenance window tɛT

Sec�on-based model
Defect-based model

Recovery model

Ini�al scheduling plan

Op�miza�on step

Constraints Objec�ve func�on(s)

Op�miza�on 
engine

Op�mal 
solu�on?

Yes

Op�mal scheduling 
matrix

No

t<T

No

Yes

Figure 4. The procedure for achieving an optimal tamping schedule.
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window t�T, respectively, and c is the upper bound of the
(corrective) maintenance limit.

The objective function must be minimized with respect to a
set of constraints, which are elaborated in the sequence.
Constraints (8) to (12) are related with the track geometry deg-
radation and restoration. Constraint (8) represents the expo-
nential degradation of the track sections. Constraints (9) and
(10) express the recovery value for track section s�S: Constraint
(11) reflects the number of tamping actions performed on track
section s�S from the start until the current time (ct). Constraint
(12) refers to the initial degradation value after tamping for
track section s�S in the nth tamping cycle:

SDLLs, t ¼ SDLL0s, n:e
b0s ð1þxÞðn�1Þ�ðt�Tlt sÞ 8t�T, s�S (8)

Rs, 1 ¼ aþ bSDLLs, 1 8s�S, n ¼ 1 (9)

Rs, n ¼ Rs, 1:ð1�uÞn�1 8s�S, n > 1 (10)

n ¼
Xct
t¼1

xs, t 8t�T, s�S (11)

SDLL0s, n ¼ SDLLs, t � Rs, n 8t�T, s�S (12)

In addition, constraints (13) and (14) enforce the mainten-
ance limits on the geometry degradation of track sections,
while Constraint (13) is the lower bound and constraint
(14) is the upper bound for tamping activities:

SDLLs, t:xs, t � plan 8t�T, s�S (13)

SDLLs, t < c 8t�T, s�S (14)

Constraint (15) ensures that the total tamping time is less
than the possession time assigned to maintenance window t.
Equation (16) computes the total tamping time in mainten-
ance window t. The total tamping time consists of three dif-
ferent times, namely the actual tamping time (Ttp

t ), the
travelling time (Ttr

t ), and the warm-up and cool-down time
(Tcw

t ). Based on authors’ discussions with railway mainten-
ance experts, it is highly important to consider the warm-up
and cool-down time in the model, because ignoring this issue
will, in most cases, create geometry defects in the track sec-
tions in question. Equation (17) gives the tamping time
required for track section s�S based on the length of the track
section Ls and the tamping speed Vtamp: Equation (18) pro-
vides the total travelling time in each maintenance window
based on the travelling speed Vtr: Equation (19) gives the total
time required for warming up and cooling down in each
tamping window. Constraint (20) ensures that the warming
up and cooling down will not occur twice when performing
tamping on two consecutive track sections. Constraint (21)
ensures that in the case of tamping being performed on the
last section, cooling down must be applied:

TM
t � TP 8t�T (15)

TM
t ¼ Ttp

t þ Tcw
t þ Ttr

t 8t�T (16)

Ttp
t ¼

XS
s¼1

Ls
Vtamp

:xs, t 8t�T, s�S (17)

Ttr
t ¼

PS
s¼1Lsð1� xs, tÞ

Vtr
8t�T, s�S (18)

Tcw
t ¼

XS
s¼1

yt, s:Tcw 8t�T, s�S (19)

ys, t � xs, t � xsþ1, t 8t�T, s ¼ 1, 2, :::, n� 1 (20)

ys, t � xs, t 8 t�T, s ¼ S (21)

Constraint (22) sets zt equal to 1 if there is at least one
track section that is tamped in the tth tamping window:

zt � xs, t 8t�T, s�S (22)

As per UIC (2008), it is recommended that tamping activ-
ities should start and finish on a straight line. If this is not
possible, they can start or finish on circular curves.
However, starting or finishing tamping operations on transi-
tion curves is forbidden, even if extreme care is taken. This
is because it is difficult to achieve an acceptable run into
and out of transition curves (UIC, 2008). Constraints (23)
and (24) make sure that the track sections before and after
sections on a transition curve will be tamped, if a track sec-
tion in the curve needs tamping:

xt:s�1 � xt:s:ls 8t�T, s�S (23)

xt:sþ1 � xt:s:ls 8t�T, s�S (24)

Another practical issue that is considered in the model is
the performance of tamping on track sections located
between two track sections that require tamping (structural
dependence). Constraint (25) deals with this issue in the
proposed model and schedules tamping on track section
s�S, without considering its condition, if track sections s-1
and sþ 1 need to be tamped. This constraint helps to keep
the evenness of the track. Based on discussions with railway
maintenance experts in the railway maintenance company
Infranord, this constraint also depends on the tamping
machine speed. Generally, if the tamping machine speed is
high (as is the case with new tamping machines of high
quality), then it is preferable to apply this constraint:

xs � xsþ1 þ xs�1 � 1s > 1 (25)

Lastly, constraints (26, 27) and (28) ensure that variables
xt, s, yt, s, ls and zt are binary;

zt� 0, 1f g 8 t�T (26)

ls� 0, 1f g 8 s�S (27)

xt, s, yt, s� 0, 1f g 8 t�T, s�S (28)

5. Solution method

It has been proven that the tamping scheduling problem is
a non-deterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard) prob-
lem; see, e.g., Peralta et al. (2018) and Zhang et al. (2013)
for details. Consequently, standard optimization techniques,

Figure 5. The evolution of the SDLL in multiple maintenance cycles.
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e.g., branch and bound, are not suitable for solving the
tamping scheduling problem, especially for a large number
of track sections (Zhang et al., 2013; Zhao, Chan, & Burrow,
2009). Therefore, a GA is used to find the optimal solution
for the problem dealt with in this study. The GA has been
proven to be suitable for solving NP-hard problems and has
been applied by many researchers to solve various engineer-
ing problems in different fields, including tamping schedul-
ing problems (Zhang et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2009).

Initialization is one of the most important steps in the
GA. Using heuristic initialization increases the efficiency of
the GA, although an excessive use of heuristic initialization
will decrease the exploration capacity of the algorithm
(Osaba et al., 2014). Therefore, a heuristic method should
be used for the initialization, which will result in initial
logical solutions for the problem while ensuring the diver-
sity of these solutions. Actually, the initial solutions are not
generated randomly. Thus, the initial solutions created by
the proposed heuristic method are always within a set of
feasible solutions. The steps for creating the initial solutions
are as follows:

1. Limit the number of tamped sections in each mainten-
ance window to a maximum of 15% and a minimum of
5% of the total number of track sections.

2. Predict the degradation value of each track section
using the degradation model (for the first upcoming
maintenance window).

3. Generate a random number [0,1] to use for the current
maintenance window:

� If the random number is ‘1’, then a random number
is generated between the minimum and maximum
number of tamping interventions (based on step 1).
The generated number indicates the number of sec-
tions selected for tamping.

� Sort out the track sections in the worst condition.
� Select n track sections (based on the generated ran-

dom number) whose degradation values have
exceeded the planning limit. If the number of sec-
tions with degradation values higher than the plan-
ning limit is greater than the number generated
previously as described above, the worst-case sec-
tions will be selected as candidates and tamping of
the others will be postponed to the next mainten-
ance windows. If the number of sections with deg-
radation values higher than the planning limit is
smaller than the number generated previously as
described above, then all the track sections above
the planning limit are selected for tamping.

� If the random number is ‘0’, the current mainten-
ance window is not used.

4. Go back to step 2 and continue the process until the
end of the planning horizon.

The proposed heuristic method, which is based on a two-
step random selection, guarantees the diversity of the initial
solutions while considering the condition of the
track sections.

6. Case study

In order to test the proposed model, a case study was car-
ried out using a data set collected from the Main Western
Line in Sweden. The Main Western Line (V€astra
Stambanan) is the main railway line between Stockholm and
Gothenburg. It is a double-track, electrified and remotely
blocked line, used by both passenger and freight trains. The
maximum speed of trains on the Main Western Line is
around 200 km/h and the line consists of UIC 60 and SJ 50
rails, M1 ballast material, Pandrol e-clip fasteners and con-
crete sleepers. On this selected line, line section 414 between
Sparreholm and Sk€oldinge stations was used for the case
study. The length of the selected line section is about 18 km
and it is divided into 97 track sections with different
lengths, mostly from 100m to 300m. The length of each
track section is fixed and provided by infrastructure manag-
ers. Figure 6a shows the distribution of the lengths of the
track sections. As can be seen, the length of most of the
track sections is around 200m. The data on the line section
used in the case study were collected for the time period
between 2007 and 2018.

For the purposes of the case study, the optimal tamping
scheduling is determined by considering three different
scenarios for the tamping limit (c). The scenarios for the
tamping limit (cÞ were defined by considering the relation-
ship between the SDLL and the probability of the occur-
rence of UH2 defects and by applying three cut-off values,
i.e. 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5. In the base case scenario, the cut-off
value was 0.1, which meant that the c value was the corre-
sponding SDLL for a probability of the occurrence of UH2
defects equal to 0.1. The second and third scenarios were
defined by considering cut-off values equal to 0.3 and 0.5,
respectively. Applying a smaller cut-off value (0.1 in the
examined case) implies a pessimistic maintenance policy in
which maintenance actions perform in a manner to minim-
ize the occurrence of isolated defects. Therefore, it is
expected to perform more maintenance actions in this pol-
icy, which will lead to a lower average of degradation values
for track sections. On the other hand, a larger cut-off value
(0.5 in this case study) implies an optimistic maintenance
policy. In fact, in this policy there is a lower priority to
recover geometry isolated defects. Thus, it is expected that
track sections degrade more compare to the previous case
and maintenance actions will be performed in the certain
cases with higher risk of the occurrence of isolated defects.

The planning horizon was set to three years and main-
tenance windows were available every 6months. The deg-
radation model presented in Equation (2) was used to
predict the condition of each track section in the available
maintenance windows. The initial degradation parameters
were extracted from the dataset. Based on expert opinions,
the change in the degradation rate after tamping was set to
5%. Figures 6b and c show the histograms of the degrad-
ation values and degradation rates, respectively. In order to
estimate the probability of the occurrence of UH2 defects,
Equation (5) was used, considering the SDLL as the pre-
dictor. It should be notified that in this study the time to
UH2 failures is not estimated. If the time to failure need to
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be analysed, it is important to take into account the cen-
sored data, as the exact time of failure is unknown. Readers
are referred to Alemazkoor, Ruppert, and Meidani (2018)
for more information.

In this study, the response variable Y took a value of 0
whenever there was no UH2 defect in the track section, and
a value of 1 whenever there was at least one UH2 defect in
the track section. The data relating to the registered UH2
defects in the database for line section 414 were used to
estimate the model parameters. The binary logistic regres-
sion for the proposed model is presented below:

P YjSDLLð Þ ¼ e8:09�3:78SDLL

1þ e8:09�3:78SDLL
(29)

The results of the model show a p-value less than the sig-
nificant level (0.05) for the SDLL and show that this factor
is statistically significant.

The parameters of the recovery model (part 1 of
Equation (4)) were estimated by applying simple linear
regression to the ratio between the SDLLs before and after
the first tamping interventions for line section 414. The
model for estimating the tamping recovery after the first
tamping activity was formulated as follows:

Rs, 1 ¼ 0:8� 0:134:SDLLs, 1

For the second part of the recovery model, the percentage
of the quality loss due to a tamping action (u) was set to
5% based on expert opinions.

The cost parameters and initial model parameters, pre-
sented in Tables 2 and 3, were set based on discussions with
Trafikverket and Infranord maintenance experts. Regarding
the cost associated with the occurrence of UH2 defects, it
was assumed that the occurrence of UH2 defects would not
lead to derailment and the cost was set based on Khajehei
et al. (2019). In addition, the parameters of the GA were set
according to Table 4.

6.1. Results of tamping scheduling

By solving the scheduling problem using the GA, the results
relating to the optimal tamping schedules for different scen-
arios were obtained. These results are presented in detail in
Table 5, including the number of tamping actions (# tamping),
the total length of track tamped and the maintenance costs for
all the three scenarios. As can be seen, for the base case scen-
ario, a higher number of track sections were scheduled for
tamping because a more conservative approach was adopted to
reduce the number of occurrences of UH2 defects. The other
two scenarios, on the other hand, are more optimistic about the
occurrence of UH2 defects; i.e. the SDLL had to exceed a larger
value compared to the base case scenario before a PM action
was performed to prevent the occurrence of UH2 defects.

Regarding the optimal scenario, the second scenario pro-
vides the minimum maintenance cost, although the third
scenario results in the smallest number of tamping actions
and the shortest total length of tamped track. The reason is
the existence of the cost component related to the probabil-
ity of the occurrence of UH2 defects, which increase

exponentially. Moreover, Figure 7 depicts the mean prob-
ability of the occurrence of UH2 defects for all the three
scenarios. The figure clearly shows that the mean probability
of the occurrence of UH2 defects for the second and third
scenarios is higher than that for the base case scenario.

Figure 8 displays the optimal tamping schedule obtained
by the GA for the base case scenario. The figure shows that
three maintenance windows were used in the optimal sched-
ule plan as a result of grouping the tamping activities. In
addition, because the unused life is considered in the pro-
posed model, the model tries to schedule tamping as late as
possible to minimize the unused life of track sections.
Therefore, the proposed model enables IMs to assess the
scheduling plan with respect to the expected risk of the
occurrence of UH2 defects.

6.2. Effect of a change in the degradation rate
parameter on the final scheduling result

As mentioned in Sub-section 4.1, performing tamping on a
track section causes two changes in the degradation pattern,
i.e., a change in the degradation rate and a loss of track
quality due to the destructive effect of tamping. This sub-
section treats the effect of considering a change in the deg-
radation rate parameter (x) (see Equation (2)) on the final
scheduling results. The results of optimal scheduling for the
base case scenario for the model with and the model with-
out x are compared. These results are presented in Table 6,
including the total number of tamping actions (# tamping),
the total length of track tamped and the total maintenance
costs. As can be seen, the model without x underestimates
the total number of tamping actions, as well as underesti-
mating the total maintenance costs by 2%.

6.3. Effect of a fixed cost of tamping

The fixed cost of tamping is generally dependent on the
number of maintenance machines used, the amount of fuel
consumed, the logistics, and the crew’s salary and accom-
modation, among other causes of relevant expenditure.
Therefore, the fixed cost of tamping directly depends on the
company’s resources and can vary from one contractor to
other. In this study, a sensitivity analysis was performed to
evaluate the effect of different fixed costs of tamping on the
optimal tamping scheduling.

When performing this analysis, all the initial parameters
presented in Tables 3 and 4 were taken to be the same as
previously, except for the fixed cost of tamping. The effect
on the base case scenario of three different fixed tamping
costs, i.e., 10,000, 50,000 and 150,000 SEK, was investigated,
and the results are shown in Figure 9. As can be seen, the
lower the fixed cost of tamping is, the more maintenance
windows are occupied for tamping operations. When there
is a lower fixed cost, the model tends to schedule tamping
actions when the track sections approach the upper bound
of the maintenance limit, as the obtained benefit for releas-
ing a maintenance window is rather small in relation to the
total maintenance cost.
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6.4. Effect of the unused life of track sections on the
optimal tamping scheduling

Sometimes it is more economical for maintenance contractors
to perform tamping earlier, i.e. to perform tamping actions
on a track section before the upper maintenance limit has
been reached. This may happen for different reasons, e.g. to
reduce the probability of the occurrence of UH2 defects and
to exploit the availability of tamping resources. However, as
reported by Andrews (2013), while tamping actions will
improve the condition of the ballast, the squeezing and vibrat-
ing of the ballast by tamping tines will break up the ballast
particles. Considering this destructive effect of tamping on
the ballast particles, increasing the frequency of tamping
actions may shorten the life cycle of the track.

In the proposed model, to avoid the unnecessary per-
formance of earlier tamping actions, the unused life is
included in the model. In the case study, the effect of the
unused life on the optimal tamping scheduling for the base
case scenario was investigated. To achieve this, the optimal
base case schedule with the unused life included in the

Figure 6. Histograms of the length of the track, the initial degradation value and the degradation rate.

Table 2. Cost parameters.

Description Parameter Cost (SEK)

Fixed cost of maintenance (per maintenance window) f 150,000
Cost of preventive tamping (per metre) Cpm 25
Cost of the probability of isolated defects Ciso 11,000
Cost of unused life due to earlier performance of tamping action CUL 3,000

Table 3. Initial parameters to develop the model.

Description Parameters Value

Time horizon T 3 years
Maintenance windows t 6 months
Possession time for tamping work TP 6 hours
Warm-up and cool-down time Tcw 20 mins.
Speed of tamping machine during tamping Vtamp 1 km/h
Speed of tamping machine during travelling Vtr 80 km/h
Lower bound of preventive limit plan 1.2mm

Table 4. Parameters of the genetic algorithm.

Parameter Value

Size of the population 150
Number of generations 300
Cross-over percentage 0.9
Mutation percentage 0.5
Mutation probability 0.005

Table 5. Detailed results for the optimal tamping schedule.

Maintenance window (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Total

First scenario (base case)
# tamping 14 0 10 0 18 0 42
Total length

tamped (metres)
2354 0 1657 0 3357 0 7368

Fixed cost 4.500�105

Preventive tamping cost 1.473�105

Corrective tamping cost 1.671�105

Unused life cost 2.601�105

Total cost (SEK) 10.246�105

Second scenario
# tamping 9 0 7 0 0 0 16
Total length

tamped (metres)
1432 0 1265 0 0 0 2697

Fixed cost 3.000�105

Preventive tamping cost 0.539�105

Corrective tamping cost 2.210�105

Unused life cost 1.188�105

Total cost (SEK) 6.251�105

Third scenario
# tamping 9 0 0 4 0 0 13
Total length

tamped (metres)
1457 0 0 711 0 0 2168

Fixed cost 3.000�105

Preventive tamping cost 0.434�105

Corrective tamping cost 2.540�105

Unused life cost 1.254�105

Total cost (SEK) 7.228�105

Figure 7. Mean probability of occurrence of isolated defects for the whole line
for different For Peer Review Only scenarios.
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model was compared with the optimal base case schedule
without the unused life included in the model. Table 7
presents the results of this comparison. As can be seen, the
model which does not include the unused life in the object-
ive function selects more track sections as candidates for
conducting earlier tamping actions. Therefore, in the long
term, models which do not include the unused life will
shorten the life cycle of the track sections.

6.5. Effect of the tamping machine speed on the
optimal tamping scheduling

Tamping machines can be classified into different categories
on the basis of their speed, which is mainly influenced by the
number of sleepers that can be tamped simultaneously
(Soleimanmeigouni, 2019). On main lines with a high traffic
density and high speed and on heavy haul lines, it is generally
the case that many trains pass along the track per day. On
these lines, the maintenance windows are short (Zaayman,
2017). Therefore, using tamping machines with a high pro-
duction rate is essential to maintain a high train punctuality
by performing tamping operations within the short possession
times. In the case study, the impact of the tamping machine
speed during tamping and travelling on the optimal tamping
schedule for the base case scenario is explored. For this pur-
pose, the optimization procedure was performed for three
tamping machines with different tamping speeds, i.e., 0.5 km/
h, 1 km/h and 1.5 km/h. Regarding the travelling speed, the
working performance (consumed possession time for tamping
work) are compared for three different machines with travel-
ling speeds of 80 km/h, 100 km/h and 120 km/h.

Figure 10 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis per-
formed on the total working performance (possession time
consumption). As can be seen, the tamping speed of the
tamping machine highly affects the total working perform-
ance, while the travelling speed has a negligible effect on it.
The results show that a tamping machine with a low perform-
ance (0.5 km/h) will increase the total possession time by
about 34% compared to the base case (1.0 km/h). In addition,
a tamping machine with a high tamping speed (1.5 km/h),
will reduce the total possession time by about 15%.

Regarding the travelling speed, the maximum improve-
ment with regard to the total consumed possession time will
be about 1.2%, which will have almost no effect on the final
result. Furthermore, Table 8 presents the effect of the tamping
machine speed on the total maintenance cost. As can be seen
in this table, using a tamping machine with a low production
rate (0.5 km/hr) will highly increase the total maintenance
costs, while using a tamping machine with a high production
rate (1.5 km/hr) will have no effect on the total maintenance
costs. The results can be interpreted as indicating that, since
there is a limited possession time in each maintenance win-
dow, using a tamping machine with a low performance
requires the utilization of more maintenance windows to
maintain the quality of the track. In addition, the total main-
tenance costs for a tamping machine with a high production
rate are the same as those for the base case, because the bene-
fits (bonus) of finishing the tasks in a shorter time than the
assigned possession time have not been considered.

Based on these results, it can be concluded that tamping
machines with higher tamping speeds provide greater flexibil-
ity and more opportunities for maintenance contractors to
perform tamping on more track sections (if necessary) in a
shorter period of time. In addition, the travelling speed of the
tamping machine will not highly affect the optimal tamping
schedule or the maintenance costs. Finally, it is worth men-
tioning that besides the speed of the tamping machine, the
experience of the driver of the tamping machine is highly
important. In this study, it is assumed that the driver of the
tamping machine possessed enough experience not to affect
the tamping machine speed negatively.

7. Conclusions

The aim of this study has been to provide an OM optimiza-
tion model for the problem of tamping scheduling. For this
purpose, the objective function is set in such a way as to
minimize the total maintenance costs and the number of
unplanned tamping actions due to the occurrence of isolated
defects. The standard deviation of the longitudinal level
(SDLL) and the extreme values of isolated defects of the
longitudinal level, alignment, and twist are used to represent
the track geometry condition. An exponential model and

Figure 8. The optimal tamping schedule for the base case scenario.

Table 6. The results of optimal scheduling for the base case scenario, with and without considering the change in the degradation
rate parameter.

Change in degradation rate after tamping # tamping Length of tamped track sections (metres) Total cost

x ¼ 0 40 7026 10:010�105

x ¼ 5% 42 7368 10:246�105
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binary logistic regression functions have been used to model
the track geometry degradation and to predict the occur-
rence of isolated defects, respectively.

The tamping scheduling problem is formulated as a mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) model. In the developed
model, OM has been considered in the optimization model in
the form of economic and structural dependence. In practice,
it is well-known that there is a limited time for tamping activ-
ities and there exist different types of tamping machines with
different levels of efficiency. The proposed model considers
this issue and provides an optimal tamping schedule within
the assigned possession time. The developed objective func-
tion in the programming model considers three main compo-
nents, i.e., the direct cost of preventive tamping, the cost of

the probability of the occurrence of isolated defects, and the
unused life of a track section due to the earlier performance
of tamping actions. A genetic algorithm has been used to
determine the optimal solution to the problem.

The proposed model has been tested on real-life data col-
lected from the Main Western Line in Sweden. The proposed
model enables infrastructure managers to examine the effect
of different scenarios for the control and management of iso-
lated defects of the track geometry. In fact, in the proposed
model it is possible to apply different scenarios based on the
characteristics of the track line for planning maintenance
activities to rectify isolated defects. In the case of a high-prior-
ity track line for passenger trains, it is desirable to have the
minimum number of isolated defects as such defects highly
affect the passenger comfort and cause traffic delays.

Therefore, the maintenance of such a line requires the
definition of a proper scenario for the management of iso-
lated defects by allocating a proper threshold for triggering
maintenance actions. This is achieved in the proposed
model by linking the probability of the occurrence of iso-
lated defects with the level of the standard deviation of the
longitudinal level. It has been shown that prediction of the
track geometry condition without considering the destruc-
tive effect of tamping (a change in the degradation rate and

Figure 9. Optimal tamping schedules for the base case scenario for a fixed cost of maintenance equal to a) 10,000 SEK, b) 50,000 SEK and c) 150,000 SEK.

Table 7. The results of the model with and without the unused life included
in the objective function.

Maintenance window (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Total

Model without unused life
# tamping 17 14 0 0 13 0 43
Total length tamped (metres) 2796 2578 0 0 2274 0 7468
Consumed possession time 6.0 5.4 0 0 4.4 0 15.8
Model with unused life (base case)
# tamping 14 0 10 0 18 0 42
Total length tamped (metres) 2354 0 1657 0 3357 0 7368
Consumed possession time 5.6 0 4.5 0 5.8 0 15.9
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a quality loss after tamping) will lead to underestimation of
the maintenance needs. It has been found that it is import-
ant to consider the effect of the unused life of track sections
to reduce the earlier performance of tamping actions. It is
important to point out that the earlier performance of
tamping actions will reduce the useful life of the track due
to the destructive effect of tamping. The results show that
the speed of the tamping machine can highly affect not only
the optimal tamping schedule, but also the total mainten-
ance cost. However, the travelling speed of the tamping
machine has a minor effect on the final results and can be
ignored. Therefore, it is highly recommended that, when
determining the optimal tamping schedule, the speed of the
tamping machine should be considered in the model.

One possible future research task would be to investigate
the effect of considering the location of the tamping machine
in the model. In addition, it must be noted that, in practice,
tamping operations can be stopped because of problems asso-
ciated with malfunctioning of the tamping machine. Hence,
further research could also focus on the reliability of tamping
machines as part of the scheduling problem.

Notations list

S set of railway track sections, with the number of 1 to S
T the given planning horizon
SDLL the standard deviation of the longitudinal level
SDLL0s, n the initial degradation value after the nth tamping cycle for

track section seS
b0s the initial degradation rate for track section seS
x a constant value which shows the change in the degrad-

ation rate after tamping
u a constant value which shows the percentage of quality loss

due to a tamping action

Tlts the time of the latest tamping intervention for track sec-
tion seS

CUL the cost of the unused life due to the earlier performance
of tamping actions (SEK/year)

f the fixed cost of maintenance based on the available
machines and crew

Cpm the cost of a preventive tamping operation (per metre)
Ciso the cost of the probability of the occurrence of iso-

lated defects
Ls the length of track section seS
n the number of tamping actions
PM preventive maintenance
CM corrective maintenance
Rs, 1 the first recovery value for track section seS, which is

dependent on the degradation value before tamping
Rs, n the recovery value for track section seS in the nth mainten-

ance cycle (n> 1)
TP the possession time for tamping work (in hours)
TM
t the total tamping time in maintenance window teT

Ttp
t the time required to perform tamping on a track section

Ttr
t the time required to travel between track sections

Tcw
t the time required to warm up and cool down the tamp-

ing machine
Vtamp the tamping machine speed (km/h)
Vtr the tamping machine travelling speed (km/h)
ULs, t the unused life loss of track section seS in maintenance

window teT
xs, t binary variable which is 1 if track section seS in mainten-

ance window teT needs to be tamped and 0 otherwise
yt, s binary variable for warming up and cooling down which is

1 if track section seS needs to be tamped in maintenance
window t and 0 otherwise

zt binary variable which is 1 if any track section needs to be
tamped in maintenance window t and 0 otherwise

ls binary variable which is 1 if track section seS is on a curve
and 0 otherwise

Ps, t the probability of occurrence of isolated defects for track
section seS in the tth time period
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